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Abstract: This is a brief survey of work, past and present, on the meanings of words in ancient Egyptian, with the emphasis on more recent projects. It includes descriptions of the dictionaries of Egyptian (including Coptic and Demotic) that are available in print and online. Particular importance is given to the study of etymology and there is also some reference to loanwords.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is obvious, right from the start, when Egyptian was first deciphered, that the meanings of Egyptian words have been extremely important. Over the years, scholars have written a considerable number of studies on texts and philological problems. These are scattered in various publications – journals, books, conference proceedings etc. – although at least one attempt has been made to collect some of them.\(^1\) Dictionaries of Egyptian draw on these studies, but generally do not refer to them specifically\(^2\) largely for lack of space, although ideally they should. This means that it is not always possible to determine how compilers of dictionaries reached their conclusions. The main emphasis of this survey

---


\(^2\) An exception is L. Lesko, A Dictionary of Late Egyptian, 2 vols, Providence 2002, 2004, which occasionally gives such references.
is on relatively recent dictionaries of ancient Egyptian and its later phases that are available now for consultation or are in preparation. For lack of space, not every dictionary that has been published can be discussed here.³

2. DICTIONARIES OF EGYPTIAN

The world famous Wörterbuch der ägyptischen Sprache or Dictionary of the Egyptian Language,⁴ published in Berlin, was initiated by A. Erman in 1897. It was a massive undertaking, which first involved compiling an enormous number of text references (some 1.2 million cards) covering 5 million words that were initially arranged under 16,000 lemmata. The first five volumes of the dictionary were published between 1926 and 1931. Volume 6 came out in 1955. The corresponding five volumes of text references (Belegstellen) were issued between 1935 and 1953. In addition, a German-Egyptian list of words (1950) and in 1963, a reverse index (Rückläufiges Wörterbuch) were published. Erman had died in 1924 and the work was taken over first by one of Erman’s students, K. Sethe (who did not wish to be named as an editor) and later by H. Grapow.

In 1997, a century after A. Erman had begun the project, a conference was held in Berlin with the title Textcorpus und Wörterbuch⁵ in order to discuss how to bring this massive dictionary of Egyptian up to date. In particular, the problem of how to use computer technology to achieve this was debated.

Besides this massive and largely handwritten dictionary, several others are also available. After the first volume of the Wörterbuch was

---

published, A. Gardiner proposed that there should be separate dictionaries for each specialist area. In response, dictionaries were prepared for medical texts, drugs, minerals, plants, nautical terms, the temple, etc. There are also dictionaries for Middle Egyptian (which includes texts from the Heracleopolitan period to the end of the 18th Dynasty) by R. O. Faulkner, for Late Egyptian by L. Lesko and for the Ptolemaic period (mainly for texts from Edfu) by P. L. Wilson. A more wide-ranging dictionary in a small single volume has also been prepared by R. Hannig. Furthermore, there are dictionaries for Demotic and Coptic.

17 W. Erichsen, Demotisches Glossar, Copenhagen 1954.
3. ETYMOLOGY

One interesting and also significant aspect of Egyptian lexicography is, of course, the etymology of its vocabulary. To a large extent, scholars refer to Arabic for etymologies, even though Arabic lexicography itself is far from established and requires as much work as does the Egyptian language. They also refer to other Semitic languages such as Hebrew. In addition, since Egyptian is a Hamitic language, scholars refer to African languages such as Berber to determine the etymology of words. One such scholar is Gábor Takács. In 1994, having compiled a card index with the title “Egyptian etymological word catalogue”, which lists most of the Egyptian roots and words described in Erman and Grapow’s *Wörterbuch der ägyptischen Sprache*, Takács began work on his Etymological Dictionary of Egyptian. It promises to be a huge undertaking resulting in a multi-volume work. So far, three volumes have appeared. The first is an introductory volume (EDE I), dealing with such topics as the classification of Egyptian and how that language fits in with the Afro-Asiatic language family, and of course, phonology. It also provides examples of etymologies for words containing each of the consonants used in Egyptian. In the author’s words: “The most fundamental aim pursued throughout my work was to present and analyze the external parallels of the Egyptian lexical material, using all the new results in Afro-Asiatic comparative studies” (EDE I, p. ix). Two further volumes cover words beginning with \( b \)-, \( p \)- or \( f \)- (EDE II) and with \( m \)- (EDE III). 

---

20 One school of Egyptologists, following O. Rössler, considers Egyptian to be a Semitic language, but the matter is strongly debated.
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4. LOANWORDS

Also of significance for Egyptian lexicography is the problem of identifying loanwords, i.e. words borrowed from other languages and used or even assimilated by Egyptian. Study of loanwords goes back almost to the decipherment of that language. A brief collection of such loanwords was prepared by D. Sivan and Z. Cochavi-Rainey in 1992.\(^{24}\) The most recent and also the most extensive survey of words borrowed from Semitic languages was compiled by J. E. Hoch.\(^{25}\) Loans from other languages, including Hurrian, Hittite and various African languages, are discussed in a work edited by T. Schneider.\(^{26}\) Of course, borrowing can also go the other way, with loans being taken from Egyptian, which makes Egyptian important for non-Egyptian languages.\(^{27}\)

5. REVERSE DICTIONARIES

For the convenience of scholars wishing to determine the semantic spread of Egyptian and the gaps in its vocabulary, as well as for students wishing to translate exercise texts into Egyptian, reverse dictionaries of Egyptian have been prepared. A very early one was compiled as an appendix to volume 6 of the Erman/Grapow *Wörterbuch*.\(^{28}\) More recently, D. Shennum made an index to Faulkner’s *Concise Dictionary*.\(^{29}\)

---

\(^{24}\) D. Sivan / Z. Cochavi-Rainey, *West Semitic Vocabulary in Egyptian Script of the 14th to the 10th Centuries BCE*, Beer-Sheva vol. 6; 1992.


\(^{27}\) Y. Muchiki, *Egyptian Proper Names and Loanwords in North-West Semitic*, SBLDS 173; Atlanta 1999.

\(^{28}\) “Zusammenstellung der Wörter in begrifflich geordneten Sachgruppen”. See also paragraph 2, above.

6. Outlook

There are several ongoing projects relating to Egyptian lexicography which should eventually result in a reliable set of dictionaries. R. Hannig is completing a version of his one-volume dictionary which will also include text-references. G. Takács will continue to prepare his volumes on etymology, but it remains a long-term venture since, in effect, only four of the twenty-three letters of the alphabet have been dealt with so far. Erichsen’s dictionary of Demotic is in the process of being extended and updated. The Berlin project of bringing Erman/Grapow’s *Wörterbuch der ägyptischen Sprache* up to date is still coping with the twofold problem of collecting and editing the texts and preparing the lemmata. Even with the help of computers, this will take many more years. Meanwhile, besides Erman/Grapow’s classic dictionary, which is now available online as part of the *Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae* (TLA), we have at least four general and reliable dictionaries of Egyptian by Faulkner, Hannig, Lesko and Wilson.

---

32 [http://aaew.bbaw.de/tla](http://aaew.bbaw.de/tla). The TLA is easy to consult, with a range of available data (including texts and lemmata) and search tools.
33 Angus Graham (Sunderland University) was kind enough to read through and comment on an earlier draft of this survey.